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Arcos Delivers Solutions
to Stainless Steel Alloy
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Arcos Industries, LLC offers over 100 stainless steel electrode products to handle the countless
array of demanding welding applications that challenge you daily. Our reputation for exceptional
quality and outstanding service ensures that you can depend on Arcos to provide you with the
finest in bare wire, covered and tubular stainless steel alloy welding electrodes.

Discover for yourself how Arcos stainless steel alloy electrodes
can help you solve your critical welding problems. Call us today
at 800-233-8460 or visit our website at www.arcos.us.
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EDITORS LETTER

WIDE WORLD
OF WELDING
For most folks, the word “welding” conjures
up pictures of a guy (or gal) joining two
pieces of metal. In most of these mental
images, the welder is in a factory or a
garage, donning a helmet and a weld gun.
Few would imagine a loom producing
cotton fabric, but that’s exactly what the
picture looks like at Natural Fiber Welding in
Peoria, Ill.
The name of the company reflects the
patented welding technique that was
developed by the startup’s founder and
engineering team. According to the patent’s
abstract, “natural fiber welding is a process
by which individual fibers are swollen by
an appropriate ionic liquid-based solvent
system to form a congealed network.” The
network can be made of various fibrous
materials joined using the solvent system.
The abstract also explains that “conditions
such as the amount and placement of
solvent, as well as time, temperature,
and pressure control the extent to which
neighboring fibers are fused.”
Despite being unconventional, familiar
words, such as “fused” and “joined” find
their way into the welding technique’s
description. The purpose for the new

Abbe Miller
Editor-in-Chief
amiller@techgenmedia.com

technique’s development, however, might
not be as familiar, although, perhaps it
should be.
Every time somebody does a load of
clothes, thousands of tiny plastic fibers
are released into the environment. The
plastic fibers come from clothing that is
no longer exclusively made of natural
materials. Today, about 60 percent of
all fabrics are made from some type of
plastic material or microfiber, such as
those made from polyester. Envision
a dry-fit t-shirt, and you’re on the
right track.
As is true with the rollout of any new
metal welding technique, the company’s
fiber welding process was developed to
solve a problem. For the textile industry,
the founder’s goal is to produce a fabric
made of natural fibers that can behave
like a synthetic. In doing so, he aims to
reduce the amount of plastics found in
our planet’s oceans and streams. And
that’s a picture worth conjuring up.
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HOBART CELEBRATES A CENTURY

NEWS

Hobart Brothers Co. celebrated its 100th
anniversary, having been incorporated by
founder C.C. Hobart on March 24, 1917. During
its century of business, the company introduced
its first arc welder in 1925 and founded the
Hobart Trade School, now the Hobart Institute
of Welding Technology. Today, the company is
best known for filler metals and manufacturing
welding power sources for the retail market.
Hobart Brothers was family owned and operated
until 1996 when it was acquired by Illinois Tool Works (ITW).

AND

PEOPLE

MAGNEGAS CREATES SUBSIDIARY
MagneGas Corp. has created a wholly owned subsidiary, MagneGas Welding Supply LLC. This
new entity will hold all current and future assets related to the company’s gas and welding
supply retail business, including Equipment Sales and Services Inc. In late 2014, MagneGas
acquired ESSI, a welding gas and supply company, to use as a platform to sell MagneGas2
fuel. Through strategic planning and acquisition, MagneGas plans to grow sales and presence
in Florida and Indiana as well as select new U.S. markets.

WALTER OPENS DALLAS FACILITY
Walter Surface Technologies Inc. opened a 22,000-sq.-ft. distribution and training center in
Dallas. Located at the Freeport Corporate Center, the new facility directly serves 20 states
in the Southern and Western United States. To further support the growth of the business,
part of the facility is dedicated to an advanced training center for Walter’s distributor
metalworking specialists and sales teams.
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NEWS & PEOPLE

WEILER NAMES AMERICAS MANAGING DIRECTOR
Weiler Abrasives Group appointed Bill Dwyre managing
director of the newly formed Americas business. This
promotion is part of a larger restructuring that supports the
integration of Swatycomet, acquired in late 2015. Dwyre
joined Weiler in 2013 as vice president of strategic marketing
after a 25-year career at Ingersoll Rand. As managing
director, Americas, Dwyre will be responsible for executing
the regional growth strategy.

MULTICAM ANNOUNCES NEW BRAND
MultiCam Inc. launched a new brand. Built and designed in Texas, iPlasmaCNC by MultiCam
manufactures CNC plasma cutting machines for entry-level to mid-size metal fabrication
shops and businesses. Table sizes start from 4 ft. by 4 ft. to 6 ft. by 12 ft. MultiCam collaborated

LINCOLN ELECTRIC OFFERS TRAINING SCHEDULE

with software and CNC controls provider ExtraTech to create the design and control
system and uses the Hyptertherm Powermax plasma series.

Welders and welding educators are welcome to attend training courses offered through
The Lincoln Electric Co.’s welding school and technical training department. Held at the
company’s Cleveland headquarters, a selection of educational and professional development

WELD-ED ANNOUNCES WORKSHOPS

seminars and workshops designed for welding educators will be offered throughout 2017.

The National Center for Welding Education and Training (Weld-Ed) announced its 2017

For more information, see the 2017 Technical Training Guide brochure ED122. In related

professional development workshop series for welding educators and industrial trainers.

news, Lincoln Electric, along with the American Association of Community Colleges and the

The hands-on, instructional workshops offer affordable, interactive training conducted

National Coalition of Advanced Technology Centers, hosted The Future of Welding Summit

throughout the summer at teaching facilities located around the United States. The six

2017 in Cleveland in early April. Representatives from 40 technical and community colleges

workshop modules include welding metallurgy; joining and cutting processes; design,

representing 20 states attended the two-day conference. The summit was designed to help

assembly and robotic welding; welding codes, specifications and safety; instructional design

educators understand how manufacturing and contractor technology is changing and also

and teaching strategies; and non-destructive testing. Each workshop encompasses five days

familiarize them with the latest technologies in welding.

of training. More information can be found here.
MAY 2017
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NEWS & PEOPLE

CAMFIL WAIVES TRAINING PROGRAM FEE
Camfil Air Pollution Control is waiving
the $1,195 fee for its training programs
scheduled for June and September as part of
its commitment to industrial safety. Training
sessions include comprehensive instruction
on the operation and maintenance of the
Farr Gold Series dust collector system, proper
techniques for industrial ventilation and
compliance with National Fire Protection
Association standards for explosive dust. The
sessions are scheduled for June 6-7 and Sept.
12-13, 2017.

PAID MATERNITY FOR IRONWORKERS
The Iron Workers and the Ironworker Management Progressive Action Cooperative Trust
announced a new paid maternity leave benefit, the first generous paid maternity leave
benefit in the building trades. The leave includes six months of predelivery maximum
benefit and six to eight weeks of postdelivery benefit. “It’s a relief to know that female
ironworkers don’t have to choose between work and family anymore,” said Blue Coble, a
female ironworker from IW Local 75 in Phoenix. Iron Workers represents 130,000 ironworkers
in North America.

To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com
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YASKAWA IMPROVES SEAM FINDER
The AccuFast II laser-based seam finder for Yaskawa
Motoman’s arc welding robot line features improved

New
Products

sensor capabilities that provide reliable and repeatable
feedback to the robot controller regarding part
position. It utilizes a non-contact point laser instead of
touch sensing with the weld wire, allowing the robot
to quickly and accurately locate welding seams. The
sensor uses the same input and output signals as touch
sense, allowing it to be retrofitted into existing robot
installations. The sensor is housed in an enclosure with
a pneumatic shutter for protection.

ABICOR’S AIR-COOLED MIG GUN
Abicor Binzel offers the AbiMig AT, a semi-automatic MIG gun that is the air-cooled
complement to the water-cooled AbiMig WT. The AT gun comes in
three models ranging from
230 to 400 amps and features
an ergonomic handle with
lightweight cable assembly for
operator comfort. The quickchange necks rotate up to 360
degrees and come in a range of
lengths and angles for improved
welder access.

MAY 2017
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NEW PRODUCTS

SAW ACCESSORIES FROM MILLER

HGG OFFERS 3-D PROFILE CUTTING

Miller Electric Mfg. Co. has two new accessories

HGG Profiling Equipment’s Robotic Profile Cutting Line RPC 2.0 can cut bolted and welded

for submerged arc welding systems. The three-

connections. It is suitable for offshore or steel construction, performing 3-D profiling

wheeled tractor provides a small size, while the

to beam coping, including cutting

30-90 mm external cladding head optimizes

I and H beams and square and

feeding of the cladding strip for improved weld

rectangular tubing profiles. The

quality. The tractor can be configured into

RPC 2.0 incorporates HGG’s laser

multiple positions, providing greater flexibility

beam measurement vision system,

and setup options in SAW applications in

automatically scanning beams for

industries such as shipbuilding and railcar. The

common imperfections, including

cladding head has a full-width strip drive roller

flanges that are not straight and bodies

that includes independent adjustments at three

that are off-center and twisted.

separate points.

ESAB FEATURES NEW WELDERS
ESAB Welding and Cutting Products announced its Rebel 235ic welding machines are
available in two models: the EMP 235ic for MIG/stick/TIG welding and the EM 235ic for MIGonly welding. The machines weigh
53 lbs. and have a 235-amp rated
output at 40 percent duty cycle.
They automatically detect the
correct single-phase input power
from 90 V to 270 V. They hold 4-,
8- or 12-in. wire spools, feature
dual gas ports with solenoid valves

LINCOLN ELECTRIC’S HOT ROD HELMET
The Lincoln Electric Co. offers the latest helmet design in its
Viking 3350 Series, the Hot Rodders concept. It has handdrawn artwork with a vibrant color scheme that blends various
welding and hot-rod-inspired themes. With a large viewing
area and 4C lens technology, the helmet provides EN379
1/1/1/1 clarity levels and reduces eye strain by minimizing
the traditional green coloring in the helmet view screen. The
helmet is for a range of industries that use multiple welding
processes, including general fabrication, power generation,
shipbuilding, structural, offshore and pipeline.

and have optional single- or dualcylinder carts and spool guns for
aluminum MIG welding.

To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com
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Is hot slag
impeding your laser
cutting operations?

Low profile, air-operated
Transporter Conveying
System eliminates laser
cutting part and scrap
removal downtime
What's the point in purchasing expensive
laser cutting machinery if maintenance men
have to free up slag binding discharge
chains and replace bearings?
When discharge systems become
welded shut as hot slag binds and jams
ordinary chain conveyors, these are
reasons why laser cutters sit idle —
and competitive fabrication cost-margins
grow wider.
That's why owners of laser cutters
are replacing their steel discharge chain
systems with Vibro Transporters and a
stainless steel tray for hot slag and
scrap removal.
The Vibro 100% air-operated
Transporter Conveying System eliminates
the downtime associated with conventional
chain conveyors. Its low profile allows the
Transporter to fit in the tightest, most hardto-reach places beneath machine tools.
Other benefits include:
■ 100% Air-Operated
- No Mechanical
Springs
■ Low Air
Consumption
■ Variable Speed
Operation
■ Two-Year Warranty
■ 100% American
Made
■ Available from Stock
Register online or call us today to
receive your product line kit, application
video, engineering support, or to locate the
sales representative nearest you.

Engineered First to Last

717.527.2094
www.vibroindustries.com
Global Distribution:
FOSMO MASKIN A.S., Norway
UPTON & SULLIVAN CO., LTD., Canada
MTI Monterrey, Mexico

MADE IN
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Solving
Spatter
by Susan Woods, managing editor

Spatter control, along with other welding
issues, can be solved by inverter and
waveform technology

SET IT
On a basic level, spatter can be caused
by incorrect welding settings, namely
voltage being too low or amperage
being too high. In MIG welding,
amperage is determined by wire
feed speed. To reduce spatter, the
operator can lower the amperage by
decreasing the wire feed speed or
increasing the voltage.

MIG welding
on these
galvanized steel
parts used in
heat-treatment
ovens.

But it’s not that simple.

W

henever MIG welding
takes place, spatter
most likely occurs.
Resulting problems
include spatter sticking to workpieces
and equipment, the required cleanup,
worker injuries and wasted material.
Compounding the situation is spatter
that eventually builds up on the weld
nozzle and contact tip, causing them
to have to be replaced.
Spatter is a symptom of MIG welding,
but there are many options and
technologies for reducing, or even
eliminating, it.

“It would be as simple as reducing
amperage and increasing voltage if
every welding operator understood
the rules,” says Matt Albright, senior
product manager, The Lincoln Electric
Co. “If X happens, change Y. But all
of the combinations of the welding
variables – the wire diameter, gas
mixture, material – require different
adjustments of wire feed speed, which
affects amperage and voltage.”
To solve the actually complex
process of achieving the right
settings, welding equipment
manufacturers have developed,
over time, various ways to simplify
MAY 2017
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ON THE PULSE
Next, Albright says, it may make sense
to transition from CV short arc or spray
arc transfer to a pulsed waveform.
“Now, the machine is actually
controlling when and how fast the
droplets leave, which leads to stability
and less spatter. We can fine tune the
combination of variables.”

how to set the welding equipment.
A major advancement came with
the development of inverter power
sources with many waveforms,
relieving the operator from having
to make a majority of the welding
decisions.
“If you just transition to inverter
equipment, your welding will get
better,” Albright says. “Based on the
combination all your variables, the
machine will behave in a way that
optimizes the droplet transfer.”

An operator removes metal
spatter on a weld.

Of the three metal transfer modes,
the short arc and globular modes
produce a great amount of spatter.
Little spatter is associated with spray
transfer. “With spray transfer, there
is virtually no spatter, regardless of
traditional CV or advanced inverter
technology,” Albright says.

“If you just transition
to inverter equipment,
your welding will
get better.”
Matt Albright, senior product
manager, The Lincoln Electric Co.

Short arc welding operates at low
voltages. Molten metal transfers
from the wire to the weld pool
only when contact between the
two is made, or at each short
circuit. With globular transfer, the
metal transfers across the arc in large
droplets that drop into the weld
pool. With spray transfer, metal drops
from the wire in very small droplets,
affording good arc stability.

Pulsed MIG welding helps eliminate
the inconsistent delivery aspects
associated with these modes. Pulsed
is a non-contact transfer method
between the wire and the weld pool.
This means that at no time does the
wire ever touch the pool.
It is a spatterless process that
produces less heat input than spray or
globular transfer modes. During the
MAY 2017
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An operator achieves consistent and spatterless welding using pulsed MIG welding.

that they want,” Albright says. “We
have waveforms that are very specific
for customers, such as automotive,
heavy duty and pipe welding. It
really starts to get into the science of
welding.”
He does highlight the fact, however,
that not every shop needs a high-end
inverter.
“A lot of culture is involved with
welding,” he explains. “We make some
inverters built to operate the same
way they did 20 years ago. Some
customers like that and that’s the way
their shop is set up. They have found a
successful way to be productive with
simpler equipment.”

process, the current rises to a peak
when the droplet is formed. Then,
in the background current phase,
the current is lowered to reduce
the overall heat input. The process
provides consistent feeding
of similarly sized droplets into the
weld pool.
Waveforms have improved with the
introduction of the inverter power

sources. Welding engineers are now
able to control variables that affect
the welding process, such as ramp
rate, peak time, tailout and step off, in
a precise manner. Lincoln’s advanced
inverters, such as Power Wave, feature
dozens of patented waveforms.
“There are 30 to 50 variables that our
waveform engineers tune in order to
get the droplets to transition the way

Preferences don’t always come from
the years of experience a welding
shop may hold. They can also depend
on what part of the country a shop is
in and the schools their operators are
coming from.
"Sometimes going from a simple
machine to a very advanced machine
isn’t the best approach,” Albright says. “It
takes a couple of steps to get there.”

NEED TO KNOW
Other factors that affect spatter
control include the work angle. If an
operator has an incorrect approach
that is too steep or too low or he
should be pulling when he is pushing,
it can lead to instability.
“Our machines can see things
happening and compensate for
the operator’s actions,” Albright says.
“The machine is only as good as its
programming. It can’t accommodate
for everything, but our machines
certainly are adaptive, and they try
to compensate for normal human
imperfections.”
So while inverter technology
certainly helps make an operator
better, fundamental welding skills
are necessary.
“The industry is always going to
need people that know what they’re
doing,” Albright says. “They have to
understand how to set the machine
and how to place the weld in a joint,
which they learn in their classes
and training. The equipment helps
with training, simplifying setups and
MAY 2017
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standardizing from work center to
work center.”
Surface contaminants, such as rust,
oil and paint, also affect spatter
control. Although they don’t
eliminate or prevent spatter, antispatter products can be used that
prevent the spatter from sticking to
the workpiece. Excessive amounts,
however, can introduce other
problems, such as porosity.
The shielding gas may also
contribute to spatter. Rather than
pure CO2, most people use a
combination of 75 to 95 percent
argon and 5 to 25 percent CO2 to
reduce spatter. Lincoln tunes all of its
waveforms to around 90/10 because
it provides the most stable results,
according to Albright. Beyond
shielding gas, he goes on to say
that welding wire quality is also a
significant factor in spatter control.
“All wires are not created equal,”
Albright says. “If you have a wire
with a surface area that is changing
throughout the spool, at certain wire
feed speeds, it produces different

amperages as the wire grows
and shrinks in diameter, causing
instability.”
All sorts of chemistry go into
manufacturing the wire and then
drawing and winding it in a specific
way. This is to ensure that the wire is
stable coming off the spool.
“At Lincoln, we consistently
demonstrate the value of our wire
even though it has premium price,”
Albright says. “We tell customers
time and again that you can use
our fancy machines and waveforms,
but if you use a subpar wire you’re
not going to get the results we
demonstrated to you. It’s always a
combination of the machine, the
machine setup and the wire.”

SAVE AND SPEND
Albright notes one of the hardest
things for customers to understand
is that to make money they have
to spend money. Spatter is a good
example of that.
“Spatter gets all over the part and
the shop floor,” he says. “Those

Capacitor Discharge Welder
With Compact Design
& Intuitive Control Set-Up
With Dengensha America’s compact new Capacitor Discharge Welder, you now
have all the capability you need to achieve maximum part quality. Benefit
from a broad new range of part production opportunities and potential:
Call: 440-439-8081 • Ask for Steve Andrassy • web: dengensha.com

• Smaller footprint.
Cost-efficient design.
• Weld current as high as 50kA,
with a small 6kVA power supply.
• Unique selectable current control
modes to fine-tune weld quality.
• Minimum heat transfer and
workpiece distortion.
• Ideal for welding small projection
parts on high-strength steel
and aluminum.

parts have to be cleaned, which means
investment in tools and consumables,
such as grinders and discs. Spatter may
also require investment in more PPE to
protect the operators. Contact tips wear
out faster and nozzles fill up faster. With
robotic welding, spatter can reach the
cables and burn holes in them.”
To make his point, Albright references
the Pareto principle (also known as
the 80/20 rule) that states that, for
many events, roughly 80 percent of
the effects come from 20 percent the
causes.
“In general, most in the welding
industry agree that the cost of
consumables is less than 15 percent of
the total cost of welding,” he says. “So,

if 80 percent of your problems are the
result of even 15 percent, even if you
increase the cost of that 15 percent
by 50 percent, that’s not that much to
reduce the cost of that 80 percent by a
significant amount.”
Looking at it another way, the decision
to save 5 percent on 15 percent adds
10 percent to the 80 percent.
“We’ve been trying to change this
thought process for years,” Albright
concludes. “A consistent conversation
we have with our customers is always
to convince them to spend more and
to prove to them that by spending
more they will save more.”
THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.
MAY 2017
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Beyond
cutting
by Holger Hahn, global product marketing
manager application software, ESAB

Leverage the power of software to gain
productivity beyond the cutting arc

COMPLETE PROCESS
INTEGRATION

S

that automates a variety of functions,
and the CNC may link to other
departments, such as engineering,
which of course uses its own CAD
programs.

Companies with automated plasma
and oxyfuel cutting systems already
deploy discrete software. That is, the
machine uses a CNC with software

To make a quantum leap in
productivity, such as by reducing
production lead times by up to 50
percent, manufacturers need to move
to complete process integration.
Benefits include near instantaneous
transportation of information;
improved cut quality through
a fully predictable, repeatable
and automated process that also
minimizes waste; and increased
ease of use through fully automated
interfaces between process steps and
a highly automated production cycle.

witching to a high-speed,
high-deposition welding and
cutting process can provide
excellent payback. However,
productivity improvements always
reach physical limits, such as welding
heat input levels that affect mechanical
properties or cutting speeds that
degrade edge quality. Also, how does
a company that has already optimized
its processes demonstrate continuous
improvement? The answer lies beyond
the arc, harnessing the power of
software, connectivity and Industry 4.0
(IoT) technology.

In a largely manual operation, the
fabrication process starts with material
and work order administration, which
is usually connected to an ERP system.
After cost estimates, order entry and
perhaps the receipt of digital files
from the customer (or another internal
department), order management
passes the ball to engineering for
programming using a CAD system,
such as Autodesk or SolidWorks.
The engineer creates an NC file, a
parts nest and maybe adds notes,
then tosses the package to production
planning. Hopefully, the cutting
system software integrates with
the engineering software, but will
it also integrate with the enterprise
software? After cutting, process data
collection requires manual entry, which
inherently introduces the potential for
human error.

creation of production data, transfer
of data to production, production
efficiency and data collection, and
postprocess calculations.
Linking these elements efficiently and
cost effectively was previously out of
reach for many companies, especially
those that could not afford custom
programs and hardware. Fortunately,
a new generation of online data
management systems for mechanized
cutting, such as ESAB’s WeldCloud
Cut, enables software programs to
bi-directionally share data as well
as incorporate gas management
information. Coupled with utilizing the
full potential of software like ESAB’s
Columbus CAD/CAM nesting software,
a double-digit productivity increase
and rapid payback is a given.

Regardless of the provider, the most
efficient data management systems
use open-architecture to interlink all
production data in a business, across
Complete process integration links all
all departments. Such a system collects
of these elements, including the quote/ operating, machine and quality
proposal calculation, order intake,
management data to bring complete
import of part geometry and drawings, transparency to production flow so that
nesting and plate management,
users see where optimization is possible.
MAY 2017
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This screenshot shows real-time reporting for a cutting system,
giving operators and managers a clear picture for how to improve
cut quality and time spent on each job.

Note that IoT “cloud” services do
not mean that fabricators have
to use a public cloud service over
the Internet. In most cases, cloud
refers to systems set up within the
customer’s own IT infrastructure,
which means that they own the data
and do not allow outside access (a
requirement for military contractors
among others).

It is important to note that online data
management systems are easy to use
because the web servers, databases
and communication modules are very
user friendly and do not require much
maintenance. Some data management
systems are about as easy to deploy as
installing a wireless router (password
protected, of course) and a new suite of
office software.

Regardless of the provider, the most
efficient data management systems
use open-architecture to interlink
all production data in a business,
across all departments.

CAPABILITY DETAILS
IoT technology enables users
to access software tools on any
network-enabled device (phone,
tablet, PC), automatically receive
software technology update
notifications, download updates and
then deploy them to all systems.
The number of systems that can
be connected is nearly limitless, an
advantage for organizations with
multiple locations worldwide.
A wealth of analytical tools
and customizable dashboards
enable companies to use them as
standalone software, if desired, but
these systems also integrate with
other business intelligence (ERP)
systems, such as Power BI, SAP,
QlikView and Tableau. Customized
dashboards enable each manager or
department to view the data most
relevant to their function.
Here are some of the integrated
and software capabilities that can
revolutionize productivity.
Order calculation/handling. Instead
of estimates based on outdated or

suspect information, an integrated
system enables users to calculate
the best price for customers
using actual process and machine
data. Instead of believing that a
particular job takes 40 total hours
and $40,000 of material, users
can make estimates based on real
production data.
The ability to better manage profit
margins is significant. Further,
the cumulative effect of data
management systems will greatly
reduce lead times, starting by
automatically moving data to
and from ERP systems. This way,
manufacturers gain confidence
and they can truly deliver the order
on or ahead of time, increasing
customer satisfaction.
Import part geometry and drawings,
data transfer. When customers
provide CAD files, especially if they
include 3-D weld edge preparation
information, the ability to import
complete part information into the
CNC cutting software saves hours
of manual entry time and prevents
mistakes.

ZO

M

If a machine breaks or experiences a hiccup, WeldCloud alerts technicians
immediately for quick diagnosis purposes and reduced downtime.

Once engineering completes its tasks,
cutting files, printouts, nesting reports
and part labels can be automatically
generated and transported to the
shop floor. Orders to pull the proper
plates from inventory can also be
generated. Now instead of chasing
paperwork, the shop floor can focus
on improving cutting operations.

Nesting and plate management.
With mechanized plasma cutting,
CNC software offers the possibility to
obtain the perfect balance between
cutting speed, cut quality and
parts life by automatically setting
parameters. These include torch
height during piercing and cutting,
amperage, shield and plasma gas
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settings, gas flow rates – and then
dynamically adjusting parameters.

Some data management systems
are about as easy to deploy as
installing a wireless router and a
new suite of office software.

Essentially, top-performing CNCs act
as a combined programming and
plasma cutting expert in a box.
Buyer beware, however: Some
(perhaps most) CNC systems do not
really know what the plasma system
is actually cutting, whether it’s a
small hole, an outside perimeter, a
sharp corner or some other critical
path. The CNC just executes the codes
for moving on a straight line or a
curve and executes commands to
change speed or activate accessories.
Such a CNC doesn’t understand if
the arc is rounding a square corner,
cutting an imperfect circle or creating
excessive bevel.
Fortunately, some CNCs have built-in
expertise. Their software can provide
real-time orchestration between all
the key elements of a cutting system,
including the power source and the
accessories connected to it; the results
show in the quality of every cut and in
each month’s operating profit. Further,
the CNC software operates with a
touchscreen graphical interface that

enables any operator, regardless of
plasma or programming expertise, to
obtain the best quality or fastest cut
possible.
Additional ways companies can
harness the power of good CNC
cutting software is by having the
table operator direct the software to
scan an irregularly shaped remnant
plate on the cutting table and then
automatically nest all parts in a matter
of seconds. This function can save
hours in cases when performing
the task in an office environment is
not practical, and especially if the
CNC software can automatically set
process-related activities, such as
cutting order, locating and defining
arc starts (piercings) and cut endings.
Another CNC software function –
available using simple touchscreen
controls – can cut the scrap in a way
that optimizes table cleanup at the
end of the cutting program. Cycle
time counts and all of these functions
shave minutes or hours off cycle time.
CNC manufacturers offer several levels
of software packages with a variety
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of tools, many of which operate with
point-and-click ease so that anyone
can use them. These tools include:
• Cost calculators for job
estimating, which can increase bid
competitiveness and/or
profit margins.
• Ability to import DXF files
straight into the CNC, bypassing
engineering (office nesting
software) altogether.
• Bridge tools that assign cut
segments between parts to reduce
the number of pierces and cycle
time. Cost savings of up to 40
percent are possible with this
tool alone.

With the right systems in place, fabricators can seamlessly gather welding and
cutting data in one integrated system.

• Automatic nesting tools that lower
manufacturing costs by reducing
plate waste and cycle time. Some
plate tools can even create parts
within the “scrap” of other parts.

• CAD tools and standard part
shape libraries that enable
the operator to design and
modify parts and cut paths. This
eliminates the need to go back to
engineering to modify the part
file, potentially saving hours of
downtime.
• Hole optimization technology,
which sets cutting parameters
to create “bolt-ready” holes or
produce precision cut quality on
radii. Users simply mouse over
the hole/radius, highlight it and
click on the optimization tool.
Full traceability. Online data
management programs are the
best tools for meeting an increasing
need for traceability. However,
programs such as WeldCloud
for cutting are more than a data
recording system. They enable
a wealth of analytics so that
fabricators can:
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• Increase responsiveness of
repair and maintenance
operations by instantly receiving
alerts from cloud-enabled
machines, effectively improving
machine uptime.
• Share and analyze data by teams
across multiple data collection
sites, using any computer, tablet
or smartphone connected to the
same internal network as the
welding systems and database.

When plasma operations are linked to management systems and departments,
such as engineering, improved cut quality can be realized.

• Facilitate traceability from a single
cut to the complete product
because the core of the system
is a comprehensive database
containing key information of every
cut, weld seam and part. Machine
data recording and reporting is
entirely automated.

• Monitor and act upon various
productivity reports across
operations in disparate locations.
• Obtain real-time control and
feedback from the production
process, including from remote
locations.

Looking externally, the fabricator
can use an online data management
system to provide complete
traceability, now a requirement for
structural steel construction, ship,
offshore, pressure vessel, military,
automotive, crane and other critical
applications. Traceability previously
required fabricators to manually
enter data and generate reports.
With automated data gathering,
managers can generate reports in
seconds. Further, automating data
management eliminates the human
tendency to manipulate data to
“favorably enhance” the numbers.
Lastly, electronic data gathering

reduces paper use and associated
storage space.
The factory of the future links
together all of its machine
ecosystems and provides
manufacturers and fabricators with
seamless integration. Total process
control and data acquisition enable
optimal management decisions
based on current facts, not hunches
about potentially questionable
numbers. Full integration completely
closes the loop, especially with
reporting back to the ERP. The
wealth of not just data, but analytical
tools available in customizable
dashboards, enables companies to
improve on an old adage: If you can
measure it, you can manage it – from
anywhere and without the daily
involvement of IT staff.

ESAB
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HEAVY
customization
by Steven J. Guisgond, general
manager, Ci Metal Fabrication

A large parts fabricator relies on its
customization skills to serve customer needs

Ci Metal Fabrication stands out
in the industry by taking a more
traditional approach. The company
is celebrating its 50th anniversary of
offering high-quality custom metal
fabricated components to the power
generation, pulp and paper, chemical
and automotive industries. Located in
Meridian, Miss., Ci Metal utilizes highly
skilled craftsmen while meeting
precise specifications in presswork,
power forming, welding, cutting
and shearing.

U

nder the wide umbrella of
metal fabrication, metal is
bent, shaped and joined.
From there, value is added
to the process by making components
and assemblies according to
customers’ particular designs. To bring
these parts to fruition, industrial metal
fabrication relies on turnkey machines
in which schematics are fed to a
computer for the mass production of
metal products, reducing the need for
human effort.

Ci Metal blends technology with
traditional fabrication techniques
that can only be executed through
a skilled handcrafted process. Clearly,
the team at Ci Metal believes the
key to producing high-quality
fabrications is through a hands-on,
custom approach versus relying
solely on automated machines. Its
customers agree.

PRODUCING BIG PARTS
The initial stage of any project begins
with Ci Metal’s layout and detailing
department where all aspects of
the project are broken down into

Ci Metal utilizes its skilled
craftsmen to manually cut, bend
and assemble one-of-a-kind parts
for its customers.

the parts required for fabrication.
This is then programmed into the
shop’s high-definition plasma cutting
machine for parts cutting. From this
point, all work phases are detailed out
with packages to be delegated to the
proper workstations.
The experienced craftsmen study
every detail of a customer’s drawing
and specifications to provide the
most cost-effective, custom solution.
Ci Metal utilizes its skilled craftsmen
to manually cut, bend and assemble
one-of-a-kind parts for its customers.
As a preferred supplier and main
fabricator for companies such as
General Electric, Clyde Bergemann
Power Group, Babcock & Wilcox
and Alstom, a big part of Ci Metal’s
customization is big parts.

A custom cone segment with flanges
during the cutting phase.

Large assemblies always present a
challenge for Ci Metal, and all metal
fabricators, for that matter, because
some weldments can weigh up
to 40,000 lbs., ultimately making
automated machines useless. The
shop's upfront detailing is AutoCad
based and the team programs the

CNC high-definition plasma cutting
table. The remaining operations
throughout the shop are manually
operated, such as welding, bending,
shearing and sawing.
Large assemblies require careful
planning, and many aspects must
be welded in a particular sequence
to avoid closing off or locking out
future areas that will require added
assemblies. Other processes, such as
planning sub-assemblies, fixturing
and handling, become difficult for
large and heavier fabrications, as well.
The nature of custom fabrication
also entails flexibility. Ci Metal’s
fabrications require multiple position
changes to put the weldment in the
proper position. Welders have to
crawl in and around the weldment to
achieve the different positions and
angles required to complete a project.
It’s important to keep overall
tolerances of the weldment in check
to know when to skip welding in
certain areas, when to use cooling
rags and when to add additional
bracing or stiffeners.
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CUSTOM CONVEYORS
As the preferred supplier for Clyde
Bergemann Power Group, Ci Metal
took on the task of fabricating three
submerged scraper conveyors (SCCs)
and two remote submerged scraper
conveyors (RSCCs). These large, heavy
conveyors are the primary means of
removing bottom ash, a critical process
that ensures the continued operation
of a utility power plant.
The fabricators at Ci Metal knew that
this project would be challenging
from the start. The large SCCs had to
be fabricated to close tolerances. With
only a ±1/8-in. buffer over the length
of the 100-ft. unit, Ci Metal’s fabrication
had to be precise. All of the conveyors
were fabricated with complete access
steel, such as ladders, chairs, platforms
and handrails. All of the material was
carbon steel with floor liners being
AR400 abrasive resistant steel.

Ci Metal Fabrication’s s high-definition plasma table cutting parts.

Prior to being approved for shipment,
the SSCs had to pass a shop
assembly dimensional inspection.
Another challenge was the customer
requirement to test run portions of

the conveyor. Ci Metal had to connect
and install major components together
in the shop in order to physically
drag the chain to simulate operation
for customer approval.
This was a difficult process as the
operators had to handle these large
sections, bolt multiple sections
together, install wheels, bearings,
shafts, chain and drags then pull the
chains to put equipment in motion.
In the end, the test was successful,
satisfying the customer’s need.
Making the project more complicated
was the fact that SSCs and RSCCs
are large weldments weighing up to
30,000 lbs. that require shipping in
sections. All of the conveyors were
designed to the largest possible size
dimensionally to be legally shipped
on a tractor trailer for road shipment.
These loads are considered super
loads and required special permitting
and routing.

MATERIAL CHALLENGES
Flux-cored arc welding (FCAW) is the
welding technique that Ci Metal uses
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a majority of the time, as well as
MIG welding on occasion. FCAW is
used on mild and low alloy steels,
stainless steels, some high nickel
alloys and some wearfacing/
surfacing alloys.

Large assemblies always present a
challenge for Ci Metal, and all metal
fabricators, for that matter, because
some weldments can weigh up
to 40,000 lbs., ultimately making
automated machines useless.

As all metal fabricators know,
certain materials are more
challenging to weld than others.
One of the most difficult to weld is
stainless steel because it presents
challenges in discolorations, weld
appearances and keeping the
weldments from warping and
bowing due to expansion then
contraction of the metal during the
heat from welding to the cooling
after welding.
Stainless steel requires some tricks
of the trade to keep welds straight
and within tolerances, including
monitoring the temperature for
the weld metal and base metal.
Failing to stay within the specified
temperature ranges results in poor
performance of the material. It’s
important, therefore, to check
the temperature of the steel in
one of three ways: temperature-

indicating sticks, electronic infrared
thermometers or electronic surface
temperature probes.
Joining dissimilar materials is a
common practice in custom metal
fabrication as it allows for the
creation of tailor-engineered parts.
This presents a set of challenges as
a part may need high-temperature
resistance in one area and good
corrosion resistance in another. Parts
or structures may need toughness
or wear-resistance combined with
high strength.
Joining dissimilar materials is often
more complicated than joining
the same material or alloys with
minor composition differences.
However, many dissimilar materials
can be joined successfully with the
appropriate joining process and
specialized procedures, including
knowledge of the proper welding
wire or electrode for the metals.
Ci Metal works with stainless steel as
well as other materials, such as A588,
A606-T4, SA-387 Gr.11 alloy, SA-387
Gr.22 alloy, duplex stainless, high
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grade stainless and abrasive
resistant steels.

STRONG FOUNDATION
To overcome these challenges and
produce its custom parts, Ci Metal’s
57,000-sq.-ft. facility consists of three
bays with two 10-ton overhead cranes
each containing a 24-ft. under hook. An
on-site storage area covers seven acres.
The shop is equipped with three Miller
Dimension 452s, one Miller Deltaweld
452 MIG welder, six Lincoln Electric
IdealArc DC600 multi-process welders
and four Hobart 300 welders. Ci Metal’s
AWS D.1.1-certified welders are capable
of working on a variety of materials,
including light and heavy gauge
metals, stainless steel, aluminum,
carbon steel, Hastelloy, Inconel and
rolled plate.

A 127-ft. submerged scraper conveyor designed and fabricated
to mate with a transition chute for removing bottom ash at a
utility power plant.

Custom metal fabrication is a very
intricate and delicate process that
requires experience and considerable
attention to detail. Ci Metal’s team of
knowledgeable craftsmen average
more than 30 years of industry
experience in presswork, power
forming, welding, cutting and
shearing. Creating an atmosphere that

encourages employees to take pride in
their skills, Ci Metal has built a strong
infrastructure filled with motivated staff.
In addition to building an exceptional
team of craftsmen, Ci Metal is committed
to the safety of its employees. All
employees receive safety orientation
when hired and continue to receive
updated safety training throughout their
tenure with the company.
Built on the foundation of family and
experience, Ci Metal has a long history
of generations working side by side and
handing down the honorable craftsmen
title to family members.
As the tremendous wealth of knowledge
is passed down from generation
to generation, the skillful team of
craftsmen at Ci Metal continues to
grow. The company’s foundation of
family, commitment to education and
experience and professionalism will
continue to propel the custom metal
fabricator forward for another 50 years
and beyond.

CI METAL FABRICATION
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by John Henderson, director product
development, Global Gas Equipment, ESAB

SIGNATURE
CUTS
Thomas Bull carries on his
grandfather’s work, hand
cutting signatures out of steel
with a Victor oxyfuel torch

W

hen your clientele
consists of U.S.
presidents, governors,
Supreme Court justices
and Pope John Paul II, you may be on
to something – even if it’s only a parttime job. During his days, Thomas Bull
works as a welding inspector for Team
QualSpec in Port Lavaca, Texas.
In his free time, Thomas carries
on a tradition started by his
grandfather, Billy A. Bull: using a
Victor oxyacetylene outfit to hand cut
signatures from 3/4-in. steel. Using an
individual’s actual signature, Thomas
imbues steel plate with a flowing style
that brings the flame-cut metal to life.
Thomas continues to uphold the
standards set by Billy, who was
named National Welder of Texas by
proclamation of Gov. Mark White
and President Ronald Reagan. Every
president since Reagan and every
Texas governor since Dolph Briscoe
has been the basis of a Bull signature.
Thomas took over making these desk
ornaments when his grandfather
became ill and passed away in
January 2016. He was 90 years old.

“I have a letter addressed from
George W. Bush to my grandfather,”
Thomas says. “It says, ‘To Billy A. Bull,
National Welder of Texas.’ On the
inside there’s a gold emblem with the
presidential signature at the top. It’s
all handwritten.”
The passing of the torch actually
began with Thomas’ great-grandfather,
who was an acetylene welder
back when Victor first began
producing oxyacetylene torches
in 1913.
“I still have both my grandfather’s and
great-grandfather’s Victor torches,”
Thomas says. “Great-grandfather’s
regulators are in a basket right next
to where I do all my work. The serial
numbers are 713 and 715, which
make them among the first regulators
Victor produced.”

CREATING A BRAND
The concept of cutting signatures
started in 1976 when Billy was
working on a pipeline. One of the
welder’s helpers said he wanted a
brand, but if he was going to have
a brand, he wanted it to be his

Thomas’ grandfather, Billy A. Bull, using a welding tip and a flux-coated
bronze brazing rod to create the “gold” appearance of the signature.
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signature. He just didn’t think it could
be done.
“My grandfather said, ‘I bet I could
cut one out of plate better than I
could try to bend all that metal.’
When the pipeline supervisor saw
my grandfather’s work, he asked him
to cut a signature for the company
boss’s desk,” Thomas says. “The
signature work just grew from there.
Grandfather did it part time while
working, then full time after he
retired. Between us, we’ve created
more than 2,800 signatures.”

FAMILY TRADITION
Thomas thought his grandfather was
a special and interesting man and
practically grew up in the shop by his
side. At age 10, his grandfather started
teaching Thomas how to cut with an
oxyacetylene torch. Thomas cut his
first signature when he was in the
8th grade, a Christmas present for his
math teacher.
“The teacher knew that presidents
had received such signatures, and
he was so impressed that he gave
the class the day off. That just didn’t

happen in Mr. Jenkins’ class,” Thomas
says. “At first, Mr. Jenkins thought
grandpa had cut the signature, and
then I told him that I had done it, and
he could hardly believe it.”
Thomas remained close with
his grandfather until he started
working professionally for Jacobson
Engineering in California, then
in Colorado.
“I was working in the fab shop and
they noticed my torch work,” Thomas
says. “They said, ‘It looks like a plasma
cutter cut this, like a machine did
it. We don’t even have to grind it
because there’s no slag.’”
While only 28, Thomas has already
spent 18 years and countless hours
with a torch. He went on to earn
his CWI license, moved back to
Victoria, Texas, and currently applies
his inspection knowledge at Team
QualSpec, a worldwide inspection
company with an office in Port Lavaca.
As a CWI, he is on-call, which gives
him some flexibility. He devotes
about 12 hours a week to creating

Using an individual’s actual
signature, Thomas imbues steel
plate with a flowing style that brings
the flame-cut metal to life.

This photo of Billy Bull captures the image forever etched in Thomas’ mind
of his grandfather: beige welding shirt, ball cap, solid gold Rolex and alligator
rattlesnake boots – and a Victor torch.

pop and flake off, and then I would
lose my lines. But as far as putting the
signature to the steel, I just look at the
signature and trace it freehand.”
To cut the 3/4-in. plate, Thomas uses
a 1-3-101-size tip (which he keeps
meticulously clean) and sets oxygen
flow rates to 38 cfh and acetylene to
about 7 cfh. After cutting, Thomas
wants the cut ripples to show. He uses
a sanding wheel and buffing wheel on
the top and bottom of the plate, but
he doesn’t grind the cut face.

the ornamental signatures, which
take about three hours, working
in the shop he inherited from his
grandfather.

CREATING ART
The art of creating a signature starts
with a 20-ft. plate, cut into 5-ft.
sections. Thomas grinds any mill scale

“I just love freehand cutting with a
torch. I think the small cut ripples let
people know that I cut the signature
by hand with a torch, not a CNC
plasma,” he says.
Thomas is scheduled to deliver his
latest works of art to President Donald
Trump in June and to Texas Gov. Greg
Abbott shortly thereafter.
While fit for presidents and popes,
Thomas continues to charge the same
price his grandfather did: $250 per

off the top and uses a brush to lightly
coat the surface with saltwater.
“The saltwater generates a little bit
of surface rust, which helps hold my
mark with my soapstone as I trace
the signature,” Thomas says. The rust
also combats mill scale. “As you use
a torch around mill scale, it starts to

Thomas’ Victor collection includes his great-grandfather’s Victor regulators
from 1913. Serial numbers 713 and 715 place them within the first three months
of production, he believes.
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“As far as putting the signature to the
steel, I just look at the signature and
trace it freehand.”
Thomas Bull

Thomas draws signatures freehand on 3/4-in. steel plate using soapstone.

signature because he believes that
teachers like Mr. Jenkins should be able
to afford his work, not just dignitaries.
Thomas currently uses a Victor
Contender Outfit, which features
Victor Edge ESS3 regulators, a 315FC
torch handle with built-in flashback
arrestors and check valves and CA
2460 cutting attachment. The torch
cuts up to 8-in. steel and is universally
acknowledged as the industry’s
premier combination torch, particularly
among professional welders.

Growing up, Thomas told his
grandfather that he didn’t necessarily
want to be a welder, but he wanted to
be able to weld and cut and wanted
good equipment.
“He told me that, ‘when it comes to
oxyfuel, Victor is the only name you
need to know,’” Thomas says.
"Thank you for passing on the family
tradition, grandfather."
VICTOR, AN ESAB BRAND
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HEAVY

Controlling fume extraction costs for
heavy equipment manufacturing
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by Greg Carmichael, North American vice president of sales, RoboVent

W

hen welding small
components, fume
control is relatively
easy. Robotic welders
can be put under hoods, and a
number of excellent source capture
options are available for manual
welders. But when welding large,
heavy equipment – such as trucks,
trailers and construction equipment –
the options are more limited.
Like all welding applications, heavy
equipment manufacturing generates
toxic fumes. Depending on the base
metal and consumables used, these
fumes may contain toxic elements,
such as nickel, copper, vanadium,
molybdenum, zinc and beryllium.
Two of the most dangerous
are hexavalent chromium and
manganese. Exposure to these
elements can lead to acute and
chronic health conditions, including
respiratory issues, cancer, kidney
disease and neurological problems.
To protect worker health and safety –
and meet regulatory requirements –
it’s critical that manufacturers

keep weld fumes under control. But
working with large components can
make this challenging.
When component size and overhead
cranes make hoods impractical, it
may seem like the only option is
to pull fumes out of the air with a
large ambient air filtration system
capable of an adequate number of
air changes or air turnover. However,
many companies are overlooking
system design options that could end
up saving them significant money in
equipment cost and energy use.

AMBIENT OPTIONS
When working with large equipment,
it’s natural to think of ambient control
first. Ambient systems clean the air of
the facility as a whole. In an exhaust
system, dirty air is simply vented to
the outside and clean(er) outdoor air
is pulled back in.
Exhaust systems can help to keep
overall particulate levels in the facility
below OSHA limits, but if the facility
is heated or cooled they will drive
up energy costs by blowing indoortemperature air out and pulling

When it comes to controlling weld fumes in heavy equipment
maufacturing, there are two main decisions to make: exhaust vs.
filtration and source capture vs. ambient.
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outdoor air in that must be heated or
cooled. They may also put a company
out of environmental compliance.
For these reasons, filtration is the
preferred method for most ambient
applications. An ambient filtration
system pulls dirty air into a dust
collector where it is filtered and
returned to the facility. There are three
main options to consider:
• Ducted push-pull systems rely on a
system of ducts up near the ceiling.

The system creates air currents
in the building that continually
pull contaminated air away from
personnel.
• Ductless systems such as RoboVent’s
Vortex rely on standalone dust
collectors that sit on the factory floor.
Each collector creates its own circular
local airflow pattern, pulling dirty air
in and pushing clean air out. These
are easier to install because they
don’t require overhead ductwork,
but they do require some floor space.

• A relatively new option is a
ductless ceiling mounted system
such as RoboVent’s Vista360. These
systems combine the advantages
of a ductless system with the floor
space savings of a traditional pushpull system. They may also work
better in facilities where overhead
cranes are used.
Ambient is a great option for a lot
of heavy equipment manufacturers
because it doesn’t interfere with
overhead cranes and keeps air
throughout the facility clean.
However, there are some drawbacks
to consider.
• Ambient systems do not keep fumes
out of the breathing zone for manual
welders or workers in areas heavily
impacted by robotic welding, cutting
or grinding fumes.

A ducted push-pull ambient system cleans air for an entire facility.

• Ambient systems require a large
amount of airflow because they
pull in air from the entire facility.
More airflow means a larger
system to install and a lot more
energy to run it.

For these reasons, heavy equipment
manufacturers may want to consider
options for source capture, either as
a standalone solution or, more often,
as part of a hybrid ambient/source
capture solution.

SOURCE CAPTURE FOR
LARGE EQUIPMENT
For parts suppliers and others working
with relatively small components,
source capture is probably the first line
of defense for air quality issues. Small to
medium-sized robotic cells can be easily
contained under a hood. And a number
of options are available – including fume
arms and backdraft or sidedraft tables –
for manual welders working on small,
stationary parts.
When working on large equipment,
source capture is more challenging.
However, there are still several options
that can be considered, depending on
the application. Adding source capture
can significantly lower total system costs
as well as the energy required to run
air quality equipment. This is because
the closer to the source the fumes are
captured, the less airflow (in cubic feet
per minute, or CFM) is needed.
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In some cases, a source capture
solution can be implemented as
the sole fume mitigation solution.
However, for large equipment
manufacturers, source capture is most
often used as part of a hybrid solution
that still includes an ambient system.
A hybrid system substantially reduces
total equipment and energy costs, in
some cases by as much as 60 percent.
By collecting the bulk of fumes at
the source, these systems allow

manufacturers to get by with a much
smaller ambient system to collect the
remaining fumes rising from hot weld
seams. They also do a better job of
controlling particulate levels at the
breathing zone where it really counts.
The best source capture solution
depends on the application.
• For manual welding of large
components, the best option may
be a fume gun. Modern fume guns

Air quality system engineers use computer
modeling to find the best solution for the least cost.
Fume extractor tips can reduce fumes generated by un-hooded robotic
welders by up to 70 percent.
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such as RoboVent’s Extractor collect
up to 80 to 90 percent of fumes right
at the source, keeping them out of
the breathing zone and eliminating
the need for uncomfortable
powered air-purifying respirators or
PAPR equipment.
• For un-hooded robotic applications,
a fume extractor tip can be added
right to the torch head. The extractor
tip is attached to a flexible hose
that connects to a high-vacuum
dust collector. These systems can
capture up to 70 percent of fumes
as they are generated, but must
be customized to the individual
robot and application for maximum
efficiency. An extractor tip works
well for many robotic MIG welding
applications in which the majority of
fumes are generated by consumable
welding wire. This solution is not
appropriate for robotic resistance
welding because significant fumes
rise off of the hot weld seam long
after the torch tip has moved on.
• For robotic welding of smaller
components, a hood is still the
best option. Hoods keep fumes

contained and out of the facility at
large. To reduce CFM requirements
and costs, make sure hoods are
properly sized for the application.

DESIGNING FOR COST
CONTROL
For some applications, source capture
is simply not going to be an option.
Robotic resistance welding, plasma
cutting and arc gouging applications
that cannot be contained under a
hood require an ambient system as the
first line of defense. But where source
capture can be included as part of a
hybrid system design, manufacturers
can cut their costs significantly.
When it comes to heavy equipment
manufacturing, it’s not always easy
to determine which approach will
provide the best value for the money.
Computer modeling can help. Often,
companies install a few dust collectors
and then, if they are not getting the
results they wanted, add more until the
air is clean enough.
Modeling helps companies avoid overor under-engineering their air quality
solution and find the best solution in

For large equipment manufacturers,
source capture is most often used
as part of a hybrid solution that still
includes an ambient system.

terms of both cost and effectiveness.
RoboVent uses a process called
VentMapping to optimize placement
of source and ambient capture
equipment and make sure the final
solution will meet the company’s air
quality goals.
Heavy equipment manufacturing
has a lot of challenges, but air quality

shouldn’t be one of them. With
thoughtful planning and a strategic
approach, manufacturers can find a
solution that keeps weld fumes under
control without breaking the bank.

ROBOVENT
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Big ideas,
small parts
Tackling small resistance welding applications
comes with a big focus on high currents
by Abbe Miller, editor-in-chief

S

ince the U.S. Congress passed
its CAFE standards in 1975,
U.S. automakers have worked
diligently to improve the fuel
economy of their vehicles. And, they’ve
gotten pretty good at it. Today’s cars
run longer on a tank of gas than ever
before, and much of that has to do with
innovative lightweighting initiatives.
To reduce the overall weight of a
vehicle, automakers have increased
the use of advanced materials in
their designs, such as aluminum,
magnesium alloys, carbon fiber
composites and hot stamped boron
steel, just to name a few. And Ford
Motor Co. is just one example of the
auto industry’s shift toward these
advanced materials.
The company’s F-150 exemplifies the
rising use of aluminum while its
Ford Fiesta showcases a reliance on
ultra-high-strength steels. In fact, all
of Ford’s vehicles feature boron steel
in their door intrusion beams. Thanks
to the material’s strength and rigidity,
it protects drivers and passengers
from collisions, maintaining a high
safety rating.

The Flexwave produces consistent quality welds requiring less
electricity than traditional resistance welding equipment.
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Despite their many benefits, these
new material mixes don’t come
without challenges. For instance,
when welding high-strength
steels, there is concern for the
potential formation of cold cracks
in the heat-affected zone. New
materials and material combinations,
therefore, are leading engineers
toward cutting-edge joining
strategies, such as laser welding,
friction stir welding and modern
types of resistance spot welding.

FLAGSHIP WELDER
One such type of resistance spot
welder is the Flexwave, which
was introduced at Fabtech 2015
and later outlined in an article in
Welding Productivity. Developed by

Dengensha Toa Co. Ltd., the parent
company to Dengensha America Corp.,
the Flexwave offers the company’s
proprietary waveform technology,
which requires less electricity to
produce quality welds compared to
other standard resistance welding
equipment. It also produces shorter
weld times, less heat input, optimum
weld nugget quality and weld
parameters that are easy to set.
The Flexwave is able to achieve
these results thanks to its capacitive
discharge bank and 15,000-Hz bipolar
medium-frequency converter. The
capacitive discharge bank buildup can
ramp up power to as much as 700 V,
producing higher currents in shorter
time increments and reducing thermal

distortion in the weld and the
potential for cold cracking seen in
high-strength steels.
For applications involving highstrength steels, aluminum and
hot stamped parts, the Flexwave
has proven to be an effective tool.
The machine is able to deliver the
current and force necessary to
avoid overheating at the weld. To
continue aiding automakers in their
lightweighting efforts, Dengensha
extended its stationary spot welding
offerings by launching a new smaller
welder in its NDZ series.

SIZING THEM UP
To offer some context, the Flexwave
welder is essentially the big brother to

Dengensha’s new NDZ-CDW welder.
The NDZ-CDW has 3,000 joules of
power available while the Flexwave
has up to 29,000 joules stored in
its capacitive discharge bank. The
electrode force is also a major
differentiator. The NDZ-CDW comes
in two flavors: a 6-kN unit and a
10-kN unit. The Flexwave has three
times the force with a 30-kN unit.
As Bob Donovan, an electrical
engineer at Dengensha, says, the
Flexwave is a bit of a different
animal compared to the NDZ-CDW.
With the Flexwave, you can nicely
produce very large projection welds
whereas the NDZ-CDW might be
better suited for smaller projections
and parts. It all comes down to the

Figure 1: Dengensha’s NDZCDW can be set to various
modes according to the
application at hand. The
three current control modes
include energy mode, peak
current mode and constant
current mode.
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weld requirements and ensuring that
you’re not exceeding the capacity
of the NDZ-CDW.
The benefits of the NDZ-CDW include
cost savings and efficiencies in floor
space. If the requirements fall within
the capabilities of the NDZ-CDW, it
wouldn’t make sense to invest in the
bigger, costlier Flexwave.

“There are a lot of new materials that
are taking weight out of automobiles,
and those materials are driving the
industry toward new welding solutions.”
Bob Donovan, electrical engineer, Dengensha America Corp.

“The NDZ-CDW welder is essentially
completing the product line for
Dengensha for capacitor discharge
welders,” Donovan says. “The Flexwave
is in its own category for bigger
applications, and the NDZ-CDW
covers lighter duty applications. The
Flexwave can perform a wide variety
of projection welds, which are difficult
to produce, and although the NDZCDW can handle similar welds, the
differentiator is based on how much
power the application calls for.”

SMALL AND STRONG
The NDZ-CDW offers a smaller
footprint than its Flexwave
counterpoint, but with the same
ease of use. The compact version
can produce weld currents as high

as 50 kiloamps with only 6 kilovolt
amps of power supply. While it’s ideal
for welding small projection parts, it
also offers users a broad range of part
production potential.
Part production is handled in an easyto-manage and repeatable manner
through three current control modes:
energy, peak current and constant
current (see Figure 1). As an example,
weld quality can be improved by
setting the first weld to energy mode
for weld strength while the second
weld can be set to constant current
for post-weld heat treatment. Again,
it all comes down to the application’s
requirements. And the NDZ-CDW can
tackle a myriad of applications.
“We’ve found that users can control
the current output more precisely by
using the various modes,” Donovan
says. “By doing so, they’re able to
get more consistent welds. Standard
CDW welders discharge the stored
capacitive energy, but it uses the entire
stored charge to weld without virtually
any control over it. You’re not really
able to control the flow of the current
or, rather, the waveform. So you can’t
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Dengensha’s new NDZ-CDW welder
is ideal for smaller applications when
compared to the company’s Flexwave
welder. The NDZ-CDW (right) is
available as a 6- and 10-kN unit where
as the Flexwave (below) is available as
a 30-kN unit.

really reproduce it or verify that you
have some control over it. With our
welder, you can do that.”

weld times due to the issue of
waiting for the current to reach
welding levels.

For welding small parts, such as
joining high-strength steels to
smaller nuts in sizes such as m6, m8
and m10, the NDZ-CDW is a good
choice. Similarly, smaller projection
welds are easily handled by the
compact welder.

“For an aesthetic weld, too much
heat is a problem,” he says. “That
deep blue or black color you see
on a weld indicates that too much
heat was applied. One of the
characteristics of the NDZ-CDW and
the Flexwave is speed. They can get
up to the desired current so quickly
that the weld doesn’t have time to
get hot. You have a much better
looking weld and a cooler weld, so
to speak.”

“To do a ring projection, a lot of
energy is required and that energy
has to be discharged in a short
amount of time,” Donovan explains.
“If you don’t have the proper
schedule programmed, the parts
can easily melt. For welding nuts
to hot-stamped steel, the NDZCDW can perform the process in
3 milliseconds. You have to hit it
fast and with enough force to do
it, and even the smaller CDW can
accomplish that.”
In the past, manufacturers
approached these types of welds
with DC welding equipment.
Donovan says, however, that the
issue with DC equipment is longer

Not only is heat transfer minimized,
but heat distortion is also virtually
eliminated, improving the overall
quality of the weld.

EASY LEARNING
Traditionally, welding parts with an
AC welder was fairly simple. But, as
time passed and as new controls
were introduced, the process of
using an AC welder became more
complex. It also became more
expensive as the newer controls
drove up the cost.
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“One of the characteristics of both the
NDZ-CDW and the Flexwave is speed. They
can get up to the desired current so quickly
that the weld doesn’t have time to get hot.”
Bob Donovan, electrical engineer, Dengensha America Corp.

“They have these bells and whistles,
but essentially, a simple situation
became complex because of the
software involved,” Donovan says.
“Software can, of course, simplify
things, but from my experience, it
also carries inherent complexities
for people who have been using
traditional equipment for a long
time. Dengensha understood that
challenge and made the controls as
simple to learn and maintain as
they could.”

facing with the new materials
that they’re being asked to weld,”
Donovan says. “A lot of new
materials are taking weight out of
automobiles, and those materials
are driving the industry toward
new welding solutions. Our NDZCDW answers their present needs,
especially in aluminum and hot
stamped steel, and it does so in a
simplistic, easy-to-learn way.”

For Dengensha, ease of use also
means providing readily available
off-the-shelf resistance welding
solutions. Instead of relying on a
manufacturer to engineer a solution,
which costs time and money,
customers can hit the ground running
with the standard models.
With both resistance welders – the
Flexwave and the NDZ-CDW –
Dengensha is providing the right
equipment, focused at the right
industries at the right time.
“The goal is to try and solve the
problems that manufacturers are

DENGENSHA AMERICA CORP.
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HEATING

UP

by Al Sherrill,
induction heating
specialist, Miller
Electric Mfg. Co.

Debunking four
common myths
about induction
heating in
pipe welding
applications

When a welding application requires
any type of heat treatment, induction
heating is a method that offers
many benefits, including greater
heating consistency, faster time to
temperature of the part, ease of use
and safety in operation.

P

reheating and stress relieving
parts are necessary steps in
many welding applications,
including pipe welding, but
the heating process can sometimes
present challenges. Various
applications and materials have
different requirements, from preheat
to post-weld heat treatment (PWHT).
In addition, pipe and other parts
range in size and shape, and may be
located in the shop or in the field.
All these factors make it important
to choose a heating system that
offers flexibility to meet a range of
heating requirements.

However, there are some
misconceptions about how and
when induction heating can be
used in pipe welding that may hold
people back from realizing the
improvements it can provide. This
article discusses common myths
regarding induction and provides
information about how to overcome
challenges operators may encounter
in some applications.
MYTH NO. 1

INDUCTION HEATING CAN’T
BE USED ON P91 PIPE

Induction can be used to preheat
and stress relieve (through PWHT)
P91 and other chrome moly pipe.
Preheat on these pipes is no different
than on any other carbon steel pipes,
though it does involve addressing
the specific challenges of heat
treating the material.

Debunked Myth: Induction
heating can’t be used on
P91 pipe.

P91 is a type of creep strength
enhanced ferritic (CSEF) alloy, which
are steels designed to retain strength
at extremely high temperatures. While
CSEF alloys are designed to maintain
strength as the environmental
temperature rises, one of the biggest
challenges in welding P91 is the
material’s sensitivity to heat changes
during the welding process. This
makes it critical to properly control
the temperature before, during and
after welding.
When heating a thick piece of pipe,
high heat is necessary to get a
stabilized temperature throughout
the inside of the pipe, and P91
typically has higher temperature
requirements during welding. For
example, with many carbon steels, it is
common to require soak temperatures
of 1,150 to 1,250 degrees F. But with
many grades of P91 material, the
necessary soak temperature range
typically starts at 1,350 and may
extend to 1,410 degrees F.
Metal that is heated to a certain
point loses its magnetic properties.
The temperature level at which this

happens, which can vary slightly, is
called the Curie point. With many
grades of P91 material, the Curie
point typically occurs around 1,380
degrees F, so when the application
calls for the material to be heated to
1,410 degrees, the induction heating
process changes. As a result, heating
from hysteresis losses goes away, the
output parameters of the induction
unit change, and part temperature
heating rates may slow down or
stall out before they reach the soak
temperature level.
This issue can be overcome with some
corrective actions. First, proper setup
is important to help ensure
the material heats up well. Using
proper PWHT insulation for the size
of pipe being heated and tightly
winding the coil turns onto the
insulation are important steps to
maintain proper coupling distance
from the part to the coil.
Second, because output
characteristics will change at the
Curie point, it’s important to wind an
appropriate coil setup for this change.
Because heating hysteresis losses go
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away at the Curie point, Joule heating
becomes the only source of adding
heat to the part.
To ensure reaching the desired soak
temperature past the Curie point on
larger pipe, consider coil windings
that run at lower voltage and current
levels. The easiest solution to achieve
this is to use a longer cable to get four
to eight more turns on the part. A
better solution is to wind two coils in
parallel, which results in less voltage
and better utilization of the current
available from the unit.
Lastly, make sure the unit’s kilowatt
level is enough to heat the part to the
desired soak temperature. For larger
parts, a second unit can be added
to reach the necessary heat levels.
Cable length is not generally an issue
that causes limitations in induction
heating, but kilowatt range can be.

Induction heating is a commonly used method for heat treatment
in pipe welding.

This makes it important to consider
the power density necessary to heat
the part and the capacity of the unit.
It all comes down to how much time
the operator has to wait; heating up
something extremely large can take
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a long time when the kilowatt level
is not enough for the job. For larger
parts, a second unit can be added to
reach the necessary heat levels.
MYTH NO. 2

INDUCTION HEATING
CAN’T BE USED WITH
NONFERROUS METALS

Debunked Myth: Induction
heating can’t be used in
multiple zones.

This misconception ties back to the
earlier discussion about the two
types of heat produced by induction:
Joule heating and hysteresis heating.
Nonferrous metals are not magnetic
and, therefore, have extremely
low permeability. This means
the hysteresis heating portion of
induction is lost with this material,
and the process relies strictly on
Joule heating. As a result, there must
be a stronger magnetic field
to achieve heating.
This can be accomplished by winding
more turns with the solenoid or
pancake coil, which produces stronger
magnetic fields that will induce
enough eddy currents to get full
power out of the units. For instance,
on a ferrous material an operator
might be able to get full power from

the system with five to seven
coil turns around a pipe. With
nonferrous material, it may require
20 turns to get full power from the
unit. This may require a longer coil,
or the operator may need to run
two coils in parallel.
While this may require slightly
more setup time, the benefits of
induction heating help offset this
through faster time to temperature
and more consistent heating
throughout the pipe. In addition,
the ability of an induction system
to heat ferrous and nonferrous
materials results in a greater ROI
since it can be used to complete
more heating jobs.
MYTH NO. 3

INDUCTION HEATING
CAN’T BE USED IN
MULTIPLE ZONES

Because induction uses one
control zone for heating, it’s a
common belief that induction can
only heat one pipe joint or zone
at a time. However, multiple zone
preheating and stress relief with
one induction unit is possible, even
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If set up properly, induction
heating supplies equal energy to
the entire soak zone. Small variances
in temperature due to convection
currents or environmental conditions
can be easily compensated for with
coil placement on the part. While
induction power sources typically
have one output, thermocouples
can be placed in several locations
in the soak zone and be used to
control output.

Using several control
thermocouples allows the
hottest thermocouple to control
the output during ramp up,
monitor all control thermocouples
during the soak, and use the
coolest thermocouple to control
the ramp down. This does not
allow the pipe to exceed maximum
temperatures or allow the process
to proceed unless all temperatures
are within tolerance.

Depending on the part size and geometry, induction heating systems can use various
components to induce heat, including blankets, cables and the Rolling Inductor from
Miller, which is designed for rolled pipe applications.

though the system uses only one
control zone.
When completing stress relief on
a pipe, it’s important to make sure
the temperature is within tolerance
(typically, ±25 degrees F in pipe
codes) all the way around the pipe.
Heating up one side more than the
other can cause expansion, which

can lead to stress-induced cracking.
There are code requirements aimed at
preventing this.
For example, if a large pipe must be
heated to 1,300 degrees F, one side of
the pipe cannot be 1,200 degrees and
the other side 1,300 degrees; both
need to be within 25 degrees of the
1,300 degree set point.

Induction heating offers a much faster time to temperature compared to open flame
heating. With induction, the part becomes its own heating element, heating from within,
which makes induction very efficient since little heat is lost in the process.
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With Miller’s rolling heat
inductor, applications that
would typically require
hours to heat can be done
in minutes.

Because induction heating systems
offer various types and styles of
components to induce heat in
parts, induction is a flexible option
for many applications and a wide
range of part sizes and geometries.
Contacting an induction system
manufacturer can help answer
questions about the needs
and requirements for a specific
application.
The bottom line is that induction
heating is the best choice in many
welding applications, providing
significant benefits that include more
consistent heating, faster time to
temperature and improved safety.
MYTH NO. 4

INDUCTION HEATING CAN’T
BE USED ON PLATE

Rolling induction heating technology improves fabricating efficiency
compared to flame heating because the heat is generated within the part.

While induction is a commonly used
method for heat treatment in pipe
welding, it offers great flexibility to
be used for other part geometries
as well, including flat plates. Various
induction coil configurations are
available, including some that sit on
top of a plate and don’t have to be
wrapped around the piece. Induction

blankets are another option that can
be used with flat plates.
In induction coil design, a solenoid or
helix coil is typically wrapped around
the part, while a pancake coil – which
is similar in shape to a stovetop
heating element – can lay flat on the
part and be stretched out to cover a
large area.
It’s also important to note that
induction coil configurations can be
used to heat from one side of the
part – and heat the entire part – in
flat plate welding applications. So,
for example, if the welding operator
is working on one side of the plate,
the induction coil can heat from the
opposite side – saving time in setup
and in moving on to the next part.

MILLER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
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